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Abstract
In this paper we answer some of the category-theoretical questions, that were raised by
the construction of a model for a second order lambda calculus with subtyping in [Pol91].
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1 Introduction

For the construction of a model for second order (or polymorphic) lambda calculus with subtyping
in [Po191], some category-theoretical ingredients are needed. Some of these are already discussed
in [tEH89b] and [BH88]; here we deal with the rest of them.

For the model construction the standard technique for solving recursive domain equations, as
presented in [SP82], is used. We take the initial fixed-point of an \( \omega \)-continuous functor on an
\( \omega \)-category (the inverse-limit construction). That this category is an \( \omega \)-category and that this
functor is an \( \omega \)-continuous functor is proved using properties of so-called \( O \)-categories. A clear
and self-contained presentation of this method can be found in [BRSS].

To apply the technique in this particular case, we have to work in a functor category, i.e. a
category with functors from a category \( A \) to a category \( B \) as objects. We will show how all the
necessary properties of an \( O \)-category \( B \) and of functors on \( B \) can be lifted to such a functor
category and to functors on this functor category.

2 Second order lambda calculus

In [Po191] the general structure of an environment model for a second order lambda calculus with
subtyping is given. It is an extension of the general structure of an environment model for second
order lambda calculus as described in [BMM90] and [tEH89a]. Here we will not give all the
details, but just those which are relevant for the problem that we set out to solve in this paper.
We consider a somewhat simpler version than the one in [Po191]. However, the same method can
be used for any of the versions of second order lambda calculus that can be found in literature.

2.1 Syntax

Types
Let \( V_{\text{type}} \) be a set of type variables and \( B \) a set of type constants, or base types (e.g. \textit{bool}, \textit{int} or \textit{real}). The set of types over \( B \) is given by:

\[
\sigma = b \mid \alpha \mid \sigma_1 \rightarrow \sigma_2 \mid \Pi(\Lambda \alpha. \sigma)
\]

where \( b \in B \) and \( \alpha \in V_{\text{type}} \).

Terms
Let \( V_{\text{term}} \) be a set of term variables and \( C_{\text{term}} \) a set of term constants. All term constants have
a specifies type, which we will write as a superscript when necessary. We first define the set of
pseudo-terms over \( C_{\text{term}} \) and \( V_{\text{term}} \), of which the set of terms will be a subset. The set of
pseudo-terms over \( C_{\text{term}} \) and \( V_{\text{term}} \) is given by:

\[
M = c \mid x \mid \lambda x : \sigma. M \mid M_1 M_2 \mid \Lambda \alpha. M \mid M \sigma
\]

where \( x \in V_{\text{term}} \), \( c \in C_{\text{term}} \) and \( \sigma \) a type.

So we have abstraction over \textit{term} variables, \( (\lambda x : \sigma. M) \), and we have abstraction over \textit{type}
variables, \( (\Lambda \alpha. M) \), and the corresponding forms of application: of a term to a term, \( M_1 M_2 \), and
of a term to a type, \( M \sigma \).

Terms are those pseudo-terms for which a type can be derived in a context. A context is a syntactic
type assignment of the form \( x_0 : \sigma_0, \ldots, x_n : \sigma_n \), i.e. a partial function from \( V_{\text{term}} \) to the set of
types. We write $\Gamma \vdash M : \sigma$ if we can derive that in context $\Gamma$ the term $M$ has type $\sigma$, using the following rules:

\[
\begin{align*}
\frac{c^\sigma \in \mathcal{C}_{\text{term}}}{\Gamma \vdash c : \sigma} & \quad (\text{C}) \\
\frac{\Gamma, x : \sigma \vdash M : \tau}{\Gamma \vdash \lambda x : \sigma. M : \sigma \rightarrow \tau} & \quad (\rightarrow I) \\
\frac{\Gamma \vdash M : \tau}{\Gamma \vdash \Pi(\alpha \cdot \tau) : \Pi(\alpha \cdot \sigma)} & \quad (\Pi I) \\
\frac{(x : \sigma) \in \Gamma}{\Gamma \vdash x : \sigma} & \quad (\ell) \\
\frac{\Gamma \vdash M : \sigma \rightarrow \tau, \Gamma \vdash N : \sigma}{\Gamma \vdash MN : \tau} & \quad (\rightarrow E) \\
\frac{\Gamma \vdash M : \sigma \rightarrow \tau, \Gamma \vdash N : \sigma}{\Gamma \vdash M \vdash : \sigma \rightarrow \tau} & \quad (\Pi E)
\end{align*}
\]

**Subtyping**

We have a relation $\leq$ on types, the subtype relation. If $\sigma \leq \tau$, we say that $\sigma$ is a subtype of $\tau$. The subtype relation will be a pre-order (i.e. reflexive and transitive). We add the following type inference rule: the subsumption rule:

\[\Gamma \vdash M : \sigma \leq \tau \rightarrow \tau (\text{SUB})\]

All subtyping will be based on a subtype relation $\leq^B$ on the base types. For example, if $\text{int}$ and $\text{real}$ are base types, we could have $\text{int} \leq^B \text{real}$.

We have the following rules for deducing $\sigma \leq \tau$:

\[
\begin{align*}
\frac{\sigma \leq^B \tau}{\sigma \leq \tau} & \quad (\text{START}) \\
\frac{\sigma \leq \rho \leq \tau}{\rho \leq \sigma \leq \tau} & \quad (\text{REFL}) \\
\frac{\rho \leq \sigma \leq \tau}{\rho \leq \tau} & \quad (\text{TRANS}) \\
\frac{\rho \leq \sigma \leq \tau}{\Pi(\alpha \cdot \sigma) \leq \Pi(\alpha \cdot \tau)} & \quad (\Pi) \\
\frac{\rho \leq \sigma \leq \tau}{\sigma \leq \rho \leq \tau} & \quad (\Pi')
\end{align*}
\]

Note the contravariance of $\rightarrow$ with respect to the subtype relation. That $\leq$ is indeed a pre-order is of course guaranteed by the rule (REFL) and (TRANS). Actually, because $\leq^B$ is already transitive, the rule (TRANS) is derivable.

**2.2 Semantics**

Let $T$ be the set of closed type expressions. We have to find a suitable domain for every type. Because each free type variable will be assigned a closed type expression by an environment $\eta \in \mathcal{V}_{\text{type}} \rightarrow T$, we only have to consider the closed type expressions, i.e. the elements of $T$. From now on, whenever we say 'a is a type' we mean 'a is a closed type expression'.

The domains will be cpos. For every $a \in T$ we have a cpo $\text{Dom}_a$. Terms of type $a$ will be interpreted as elements of the cpo $\text{Dom}_a$. These cpos have to satisfy certain domain equations. For function types $a \rightarrow b$ we require

\[\text{Dom}_{a \rightarrow b} \cong [\text{Dom}_a \rightarrow \text{Dom}_b]\]

Here $[\text{Dom}_a \rightarrow \text{Dom}_b]$ is the cpo of continuous functions from $\text{Dom}_a$ to $\text{Dom}_b$, with the pointwise ordering. This isomorphism allows us to interpret terms of type $a \rightarrow b$ not only as elements of the cpo $\text{Dom}_{a \rightarrow b}$, but also, via projection, as functions from $\text{Dom}_a$ to $\text{Dom}_b$. 
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For polymorphic types $\Pi(\Lambda \alpha. \tau)$ we require

$$\text{Dom}_{\Pi(\Lambda \alpha. \tau)} \cong \prod_{\alpha \in T} \text{Dom}_{\tau[\alpha := \alpha]}$$

$\prod_{\alpha \in T} \text{Dom}_{\tau[\alpha := \alpha]}$ is the cpo which is the product of all the cpos $D_{\tau[\alpha := \alpha]}$, with the ordering coordinatwise. Terms of type $\Pi(\Lambda \alpha. \tau)$ can then be interpreted not only as elements of $\text{Dom}_{\tau[\Lambda \alpha. \tau]}$ but also as elements of $\text{Dom}_{\tau[\alpha := \alpha]}$ for all types $\alpha$. Because we take the product over all types, including the type $\Pi(\Lambda \alpha. \tau)$ itself, this form of polymorphism is called impredicative.

**Notation** Instead of $\Pi(\Lambda \alpha. \tau)$ we will write $\Pi f$; instead of $\tau[\alpha := \alpha]$ we will then write $f(\alpha)$.

Finally, for every base type $\alpha$ a cpo $\text{domain}_\alpha$ is given. We could of course simply take $\text{Dom}_\alpha$ equal to $\text{domain}_\alpha$, but instead we will just require that

$$\text{Dom}_\alpha \cong \text{domain}_\alpha$$

So the family of cpos $\text{Dom} = \langle \text{Dom}_\alpha \mid \alpha \in T \rangle$ should be a solution of the following recursive domain equations

$$\begin{align*}
\text{Dom}_\alpha & \cong \text{domain}_\alpha & \text{for all } \alpha \in B \\
\text{Dom}_{\alpha \rightarrow \beta} & \cong [\text{Dom}_\alpha \rightarrow \text{Dom}_\beta] & \text{for all } \alpha \rightarrow \beta \in T \\
\text{Dom}_{\Pi f} & \cong \prod_{\alpha \in T} \text{Dom}_{f(\alpha)} & \text{for all } \Pi f \in T
\end{align*}$$

The associated bijections are called $\Phi_\alpha, \Phi_{\alpha \rightarrow \beta}$ and $\Phi_{\Pi f}$, respectively. So

$$\begin{align*}
\Phi_\alpha & \in \text{Dom}_\alpha \rightarrow \text{domain}_\alpha & \text{for all } \alpha \in B \\
\Phi_{\alpha \rightarrow \beta} & \in \text{Dom}_{\alpha \rightarrow \beta} \rightarrow [\text{Dom}_\alpha \rightarrow \text{Dom}_\beta] & \text{for all } \alpha \rightarrow \beta \in T \\
\Phi_{\Pi f} & \in \text{Dom}_{\Pi f} \rightarrow \prod_{\alpha \in T} \text{Dom}_{f(\alpha)} & \text{for all } \Pi f \in T
\end{align*}$$

These bijections are also needed for the model.

$\text{CPO}$ is the category with cpos as objects and continuous functions as morphisms.

For the domain equations for function types we have the function space functor, $FS$,

$$FS : \text{CPO}^{op} \times \text{CPO} \rightarrow \text{CPO}$$

defined by

- if $D$ and $E$ are cpos, then $FS(D, E) = [D \rightarrow E]$, the cpo of continuous functions from $D$ to $E$, with the ordering pointwise.
- if $f \in [D' \rightarrow D]$ and $g \in [E \rightarrow E']$, then
  $$FS(f, g) = (\lambda x \in [D \rightarrow E]. g \circ f) \in \[[D \rightarrow E] \rightarrow [D' \rightarrow E']\]$$

For the polymorphic types we have the the generalized product functor, $GP$,

$$GP : \prod_{\alpha \in T} \text{CPO} \rightarrow \text{CPO}$$

$\prod_{\alpha \in T} \text{CPO}$ is a product category. Its objects are $T$-indexed families of $\text{CPO}$-objects, and its morphisms are $T$-indexed families of $\text{CPO}$-morphisms. Composition is defined coordinatewise. $GP$ is defined by

- if $\langle D_\alpha \mid \alpha \in I \rangle$ is a family of cpos, then $GP(\langle D_\alpha \mid \alpha \in I \rangle) = \prod_{\alpha \in I} D_\alpha$, the cpo which is the product of all the cpos $D_\alpha$, with the ordering coordinatewise.
• if \( < f_a | a \in I > \) is a family of functions, where \( f_a \in [D_a \to E_a] \) for all \( a \in I \), then
\[
GP(< f_a | a \in I >) = D_a \quad (d_a | a \in I) \in GP(< D_a | a \in I >) \quad \text{where is a continuous function from } GP(< D_a | a \in I >) \text{ to } GP(< E_a | a \in I >).
\]

We can now write the recursive domain equations as follows
\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Dom}_a & \cong \text{domain}_a \\
\text{Dom}_{a \to b} & \cong F(S(\text{Dom}_a, \text{Dom}_b)) \\
\text{Dom}_I & \cong GP(< \text{Dom}_{f(a)} | a \in T >) \\
\text{for all } a \in B \\
\text{for all } a \to b \in T \\
\text{for all } \Pi f \in T
\end{align*}
\]

**Coercions**

Coercion functions are used to interpret subtyping: for all \( a \leq b \), we need a coercion function \( \text{Coe}_{a,b} \) from \( \text{Dom}_a \) to \( \text{Dom}_b \). The coercions between base types are given: for all \( a \leq b \) we have a function \( \text{coerce}_{ab} \in \text{domain}_a \to \text{domain}_b \). For these coercions the following holds
\[
\begin{align*}
\text{coerce}_{aa} & = \lambda \xi \in \text{domain}_a \cdot \xi \\
\text{coerce}_{ac} & = \text{coerce}_{bc} \circ \text{coerce}_{ab}
\end{align*}
\]
for all \( a \leq b \), \( b \leq c \).

The meaning of a term is defined by induction on its type derivation. Due to the subtyping, there may be many different type derivations for a term. We want the semantics to be coherent, which means that we get the same meaning for a term, irrespective of the particular type derivation we choose.

For example, suppose that \( \text{int} \leq \text{real} \), so \( \text{real} \to \text{bool} \leq \text{int} \to \text{bool} \). Let \( f \) be a term of type \( \text{real} \to \text{bool} \) and \( M \) a term of type \( \text{int} \). Then \( f \) also has type \( \text{int} \to \text{bool} \), and \( M \) also has type \( \text{real} \).

For the meaning of \( fM \) we can either consider \( f \) as a function from \( \text{real} \) to \( \text{bool} \) and \( M \) as an argument of type \( \text{int} \), or \( f \) as a function from \( \text{int} \) to \( \text{bool} \) and \( M \) as an argument of type \( \text{int} \). In the former case the coercion \( \text{Coe}_{\text{int} \to \text{real}} \) will be used to coerce (the meaning of) \( M \), in the latter case \( \text{Coe}_{\text{real} \to \text{bool}} \) will be used to coerce (the meaning of) \( f \). For certain \( \text{Coe}_{\text{int} \to \text{real}} \) and \( \text{Coe}_{\text{real} \to \text{bool}} \to \text{bool} \) this will result in two different meanings for \( fM \). To prevent this, some additional conditions have to be imposed on the coercion functions.

The family of coercion functions \( \text{Coe} = \{ \text{Coe}_{a,b} | a \leq b \} \) should satisfy the following coherence conditions
\[
\begin{align*}
(0) & \quad \text{Coe}_{a,a} = \lambda \xi \in \text{Dom}_a \cdot \xi \\
(1) & \quad \text{Coe}_{a,c} = \text{Coe}_b \circ \text{Coe}_{a,b} \\
(2) & \quad \text{Coe}_{a,b} = \Phi_{b,a}^{-1} \circ \text{coerce}_{ab} \circ \Phi_a \\
(3) & \quad \text{Coe}_{a \to b, a' \to b'} = \Phi_{b,a'}^{-1} \circ F(S(\text{Coe}_{a',a}, \text{Coe}_{b',b}) \circ \Phi_{a \to b} \\
(4) & \quad \text{Coe}_{\Pi f, \Pi g} = \Phi_{g,f}^{-1} \circ GP(< \text{Coe}_{f(a), g(a)} | a \in T >) \circ \Phi_f \\
& \quad \text{for all } a \leq b \\
& \quad \text{for all } a \leq b \\
& \quad \text{for all } a \to b \leq a' \to b' \\
& \quad \text{for all } \Pi f \leq \Pi g
\end{align*}
\]

In [Pol91] it is shown that the semantics is coherent if and only if the coercions satisfy these requirements.

We will now show this can be elegantly described in category-theoretical terms.

Every pre-order \( (A, \leq) \) can be seen as a category. The objects are the elements of \( A \), and there is a (unique) arrow, called \( x \leq y \), from \( x \) to \( y \) iff \( x \leq y \). Because \( \leq \) is reflexive, there is an identity \( x \leq x \) for all objects \( x \) and because \( \leq \) is transitive, composition is always defined: \( y \leq z \circ x \leq y \) will be \( x \leq z \).
Let \( T \) be the category corresponding with the pre-order \( (T, \leq) \). Together, \( \text{Dom} \) and \( \text{Coe} \) can be seen as a functor from \( T \) to \( \text{CPO} \). \( \text{Dom} \) is the object part, mapping every \( T \)-object, i.e. every element of \( T \), to a \( \text{CPO} \)-object, a cpo. \( \text{Coe} \) is the morphism part, mapping every \( T \)-morphism \( a \leq b \) to a continuous function from \( \text{Dom}_a \) to \( \text{Dom}_b \). We will call this functor \( \text{Dom}&\text{Coe} \).

For \( \text{Dom}&\text{Coe} \) to be a functor, identities and composition must be preserved. Preservation of identities and composition is equivalent with coherence conditions (0) and (1).

In the same way, \( \langle \text{domain} a \mid a \in B \rangle \) and \( \langle \text{coerce} a b \mid a \leq_B b \rangle \) form a functor from the category corresponding with the pre-order \( \leq_B \) on base types to \( \text{CPO} \).

So we are looking for a functor \( \text{Dom}&\text{Coe} : T \rightarrow \text{CPO} \) and a family of bijections \( \Phi = \langle \Phi_a \mid a \in T \rangle \) such that

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Dom}_a &\cong \text{domain}_a \\
\text{Dom}_{a \rightarrow b} &\cong \text{FS}(\text{Dom}_a, \text{Dom}_b) \\
\text{Dom}_{\Pi f} &\cong \text{GP}(\langle \text{Dom}_{f(a)} \mid a \in T \rangle)
\end{align*}
\]

with \( \Phi \) the associated family of bijections, and

\[
\begin{align*}
(2) \quad \text{Coe}_a &\cong \Phi_b^{-1} \circ \text{coerce}_{a b} \circ \Phi_a \\
(3) \quad \text{Coe}_{a \rightarrow b} &\cong \Phi_b^{-1} \circ \text{FS}(\text{Coe}_{a'}, \Phi_{a'}) \circ \Phi_{a \rightarrow b} \\
(4) \quad \text{Coe}_{\Pi f} &\cong \Phi_{\Pi g}^{-1} \circ \text{GP}(\langle \text{Coe}_{f(a)} \mid a \in T \rangle) \circ \Phi_{\Pi f}
\end{align*}
\]

Any functor from \( T \) to \( \text{CPO} \) will satisfy conditions (0) and (1), so these can be omitted.

2.3 The solution method

In [SP82] and [BH88] a solution method is given for equations of the form

\[ X \cong F X \]

where \( X \) ranges over the objects of a category \( K \) and \( F : K \rightarrow K \) is an endofunctor on that category. If \( K \) is an \( \omega \)-category - i.e. a category with an initial object and colimits for all \( \omega \)-chains - and \( F \) is an \( \omega \)-continuous functor - i.e. a functor that preserves colimits of \( \omega \)-chains - the method yields a fixed point, a pair \( (A, \Phi) \) where \( A \in \text{Obj}(K) \) and \( \Phi \) is an isomorphism from \( FA \) to \( A \) in the category \( K \).

This is the solution method we will use to construct \( \text{Dom}&\text{Coe} \) and \( \Phi \). So we have to find a suitable \( \omega \)-category, with functors from \( T \) to \( \text{CPO} \) as objects, and an \( \omega \)-continuous functor on that category.

Because in general it is difficult to prove that a category is an \( \omega \)-category or that a functor is \( \omega \)-continuous, special class of categories, the \( O \)-categories, have been introduced. For every \( O \)-category there is an associated category of embedding-projection pairs. Checking if such a category is an \( \omega \)-category is relatively easy, as is proving \( \omega \)-continuity of functors on these categories.

In the next section we list some properties of \( O \)-categories and functors on \( O \)-categories that appear in [BH88], that we need in sections 3 and 4.

In section 3 a suitable (functor) category is found. That this category is indeed an \( \omega \)-category is proved using properties of \( O \)-categories and the associated categories of projection-embedding pairs.

In section 4 we will define a functor on this category and show that any fixed point of this functor gives us a functor \( \text{Dom}&\text{Coe} \) and a family of bijections \( \Phi \) solving the recursive domain equations and satisfying the coherence conditions. \( \omega \)-continuity is proved using so-called local continuity.

\[ \text{Actually, such a functor should be called } \omega\text{-cocontinuous.} \]
3 O-categories

This section lists some of the definitions and results from [BH88]. All proofs can be found there, except those involving the functor \( GP \). \( GP \) and its properties are discussed in [tEH9b].

1 definition \( \omega \)-category, \( \omega \)-continuous functor

- an \( \omega \)-category is a category with an initial object and colimits for all \( \omega \)-chains
- an \( \omega \)-continuous functor is a functor that preserves colimits of \( \omega \)-chains

3.1 O-categories

2 definition O-category

A category is an \( O \)-category iff

- every hom-set is a poset in which every ascending \( \omega \)-chain has a l.u.b.
- composition is \( \omega \)-continuous with respect to the partial order on the hom-sets

3 definition category of embedding-projection pairs

If \( B \) is an \( O \)-category, then the associated category of embedding-projection pairs \( B_{PR} \) is the category with

- the same objects as \( B \), i.e. \( \text{Obj}(B_{PR}) = \text{Obj}(B) \)
- as morphisms embedding-projection pairs of morphisms, i.e. for \( a, b \in \text{Obj}(B_{PR}) \)

\[ (f, g) \in \text{Hom}_B(a, b) \]

\[ f \in \text{Hom}_B(a, b) \land g \in \text{Hom}_B(b, a) \land f \circ g \subseteq \text{id}_b \land g \circ f = \text{id}_a \]

4 definition localized category

An \( O \)-category \( B \) is called localized if for any \( \omega \)-chain \( \Delta \) in \( B_{PR} \) and for any \( \Delta \)-colimit \( (D, < (\phi_i, \psi_i) >_{i \in N}) \) there exists a \( B \)-object \( E \) and a \( B_{PR} \)-morphism \( (f, g) \) from \( E \) to \( D \) such that

\[ \bigsqcup_{i \geq 0} (\phi_i \circ \psi_i) = f \circ g \]

5 theorem initiality theorem

Let \( B \) be a localized \( O \)-category, \( \Delta \) an \( \omega \)-chain in \( B_{PR} \) and \( (D, < (\phi, \psi) >_{i \in N}) \) a co-cone for \( \Delta \). Then

\[ (D, < (\phi, \psi) >_{i \in N}) \text{ is a co-limit for } \Delta \iff \bigsqcup_{i \geq 0} (\phi_i \circ \psi_i) = \text{id}_D \]
This theorem enables us to prove or disprove that a category $B_{PR}$ is an $\omega$-category in a simple way, provided that $B$ is localized.

6 definition idempotent, split
Let $B$ be a category and $b \in \text{Obj}(B)$. Then
a morphism $f \in Hom_B(b, b)$ is called an idempotent if $f \circ f = f$
and
a morphism $f \in Hom_B(b, b)$ is called split if there exist a $B$-object $a$ and morphisms
$g \in Hom_B(b, a)$ and $h \in Hom_B(a, b)$ such that $f = g \circ h$ and $h \circ g = id_a$.
□

Using these definitions we can give an easy method to establish that an $O$-category is localized.

7 theorem
If $B$ is an $O$-category in which every idempotent is split, then $B$ is localized.
□

3.2 Functors on $O$-categories

8 definition local monotonicity, local continuity
Let $B$ and $C$ be $O$-categories, and $F$ a functor from $B$ to $C$.
$F$ is called locally monotonic (locally continuous) if for all $a, b \in B$, the functor $F$, viewed as a map from $Hom_B(a, b)$ to $Hom_C(Fa, Fb)$, is monotonic (continuous) with respect to the partial order on hom-sets.
□

Clearly any locally continuous functor is also locally monotonic.

9 definition $F_{PR}$
Let $B$ and $C$ be $O$-categories, and $F$ a locally monotonic functor from $B$ to $C$.
Then $F_{PR}$ is a functor from $B_{PR}$ to $C_{PR}$, defined as follows

- if $b \in \text{Obj}(B_{PR})$ then $F_{PR}(b) = F(b)$. (Remember $\text{Obj}(B_{PR}) = \text{Obj}(B_{PR})$ and $\text{Obj}(C_{PR}) = \text{Obj}(C_{PR})$)
- if $(f, g) \in Hom_{B_{PR}}(b, b')$ then $F_{PR}(f, g) = (F(f), F(g))$

Local-monotonicity of $F$ is needed to guarantee that $(F(f), F(g))$ is an embedding-projection pair.
□

The next theorem now enables us to prove that a functor $F_{PR}$ is $\omega$-continuous in a relatively simple way.

10 theorem continuity theorem
Let $B$ and $C$ be $O$-categories and $F$ a functor from $B$ to $C$.
If $F$ is locally continuous and $B$ is localized, then $F_{PR} : B_{PR} \rightarrow C_{PR}$ is $\omega$-continuous.
□
### 3.3 Some examples of O-categories and locally continuous functors

**11 definition** \( CPO \)

\( CPO \) is the category with cpos as objects and continuous functions as morphisms

**12 definition** \( CPO_1 \)

\( CPO_1 \) is the category with cpos as objects and strict continuous functions as morphisms

\( CPO_1 \) is a subcategory of \( CPO \).

**13 lemma** In \( CPO \) and in \( CPO_1 \) every idempotent is split. \( \Box \)

**14 theorem** \( CPO \) and \( CPO_1 \) are localized O-categories. \( \Box \)

**15 theorem** \( (CPO_1)_{PR} = CPO_{PR} \)

**16 theorem** \( CPO_{PR} \) is an \( \omega \)-category. \( \Box \)

Finally, we consider two ways to construct new O-categories from old ones.

**17 lemma**

If \( B \) is a localized O-category, so is \( B^{OP} \). Moreover, \( B_{PR} \cong (B^{OP})_{PR} \); the associated isomorphism is given by the following functor \( F_1 : B_{PR} \rightarrow (B^{OP})_{PR} \).

The object part of \( F_1 \) is defined by \( F_1 b = b \)

and the morphism part by \( F_1(f, g) = (g, f) \)

\( \Box \)

**18 lemma**

If \( A \) and \( B \) are localized O-categories, so is \( A \times B \). Moreover, \( A_{PR} \times B_{PR} \cong (A \times B)_{PR} \); the associated isomorphism is given by the following functor \( F_2 : (B^{OP})_{PR} \times B_{PR} \rightarrow (B^{OP} \times B)_{PR} \).

The object part of \( F_2 \) is defined by \( F_2(a, b) = (a, b) \)

and the morphism part by \( F_2((f, f'), (g, g')) = ((f, g), (f', g')) \)

\( \Box \)

**19 lemma** \( FS \) and \( GP \) as defined on page 2.2 are locally continuous. \( \Box \)

Because \( CPO_1 \) is a subcategory of \( CPO \) and because \( FS \) and \( GP \) preserve strictness, we also have \( FS : CPO_1^{OP} \times CPO \rightarrow CPO_1 \) and \( GP : \prod_{a \in \mathbb{I}} CPO_1 \rightarrow CPO_1 \).

Using definition 9, we get \( F_{SPR} : (CPO_1^{OP} \times CPO)_{PR} \rightarrow CPO_{PR} \) defined by

\[ F_{SPR}(D, E) = FS(D, E) \]

\[ F_{SPR}((\psi, \phi'), (\phi, \psi')) = (FS(\psi, \phi'), FS(\phi, \psi')) \]

If \((\psi, \phi), (\phi, \psi')) : A \times B \rightarrow C \times D\) in \( CPO_1^{OP} \times CPO \), this means that

\( \phi' : B \rightarrow D \) \quad \( \phi : C \rightarrow A \)

\( \psi' : D \rightarrow B \) \quad \( \psi : A \rightarrow C \) \quad in \( CPO \).

\( GP_{PR} : (\prod_{a \in \mathbb{I}} CPO)_{PR} \rightarrow CPO_{PR} \) is given by

\[ GP_{PR}(< D_a | a \in \mathbb{I} >) = GP(< D_a | a \in \mathbb{I} >) \]

\[ GP_{PR}(< \phi_a | a \in \mathbb{I} >, < \psi_a | a \in \mathbb{I} >) = (GP(< \phi_a | a \in \mathbb{I} >), GP(< \psi_a | a \in \mathbb{I} >)) \]

By theorem 10 \( FS_{PR} \) and \( GP_{PR} \) are \( \omega \)-continuous.
20 remark

$FS_{PR}$ is usually composed with the isomorphism between

$$(CPO^{OP} \times CPO)_{PR} \cong CPO_{PR}$$

given by lemma's 17 and 18, and $GP_{PR}$ with the isomorphism between

$$(\prod CPO)_{PR} \cong \prod CPO_{PR}$$

resulting in $FS'_{PR}: CPO_{PR} \times CPO_{PR} \rightarrow CPO_{PR}$ and $GP'_{PR}: \prod_{a \in I} CPO_{PR} \rightarrow CPO_{PR}$ with

the following definitions

$FS_{PR}(D, E) = FS(D, E)$

$FS'_{PR}((\phi, \psi), (\phi', \psi')) = (FS(\psi, \phi'), FS(\phi', \psi'))$

$GP_{PR}<D_a | a \in I > = GP< D_a | a \in I >$

$GP'_{PR}<\phi_a, \psi_a | a \in I > = (GP< \phi_a | a \in I >, GP< \psi_a | a \in I >)$

These functors are also $\omega$-continuous.

$\square$
4 Functor categories

21 definition functor category \([A, B]\)
If \(A\) and \(B\) are categories, then \([A, B]\) is the category with functors from \(A\) to \(B\) as objects and natural transformations between such functors as morphisms, i.e.
\[
\eta \in \text{Hom}_{[A, B]}(F, G) \iff \eta : F \rightarrow G
\]

\(\Box\)

As we shall see, for our purposes the notation \([A, B]\) is preferable to the more conventional notation \(B^A\).

If \(A\) is a discrete category - i.e. the only morphisms are identities - then \([A, B]\) is simply a product category, viz. \(\prod_{a \in \text{Obj}(A)} B\).

22 lemma
If \(B\) is an \(O\)-category, then \([A, B]\) is an \(O\)-category.

proof
An \([A, B]\)-morphism is a natural transformation, i.e. a mapping from \(A\)-objects to \(B\)-morphisms. The ordering on \([A, B]\)-morphisms is just the ordering on \(B\)-morphisms, pointwise. That \([A, B]\) is indeed an \(O\)-category is easily verified:

- every hom-set in \([A, B]\) is a poset, and every ascending chain in a hom-set has a lub, which we get by taking the pointwise lubs.
- composition of natural transformations is defined pointwise, so composition is \(\omega\)-continuous with respect to the ordering on the hom-sets.

\(\Box\)

23 lemma
Let \(B\) be an \(O\)-category in which every idempotent is split.

Then \([A, B]\) is a localized \(O\)-category.

proof
Idempotents in \([A, B]\) are mappings from \(A\)-objects to \(B\)-idempotents. So if every idempotent in \(B\) splits, then every idempotent in \([A, B]\) splits (pointwise). If every idempotent is split in a category then it is a localized category (theorem 7) so \([A, B]\) is localized.

\(\Box\)

From now on, \(B\) will be an \(O\)-category, and \(A\) an arbitrary category.

Because \([A, B]\) is an \(O\)-category, there is an associated category of embedding-projection pairs.

By definition 3, this category is defined as follows.

24 definition \([A, B]_{PR}\)
\([A, B]_{PR}\) is the category with functors from \(A\) to \(B\) as objects and projection-embedding pairs of natural transformations between such functors as morphisms,
\[
(\eta, \theta) \in \text{Hom}_{[A, B]_{PR}}(F, G) \iff \eta : F \rightarrow G \\
\theta : G \rightarrow F \\
\theta \circ \eta = \text{id}_F \\
\eta \circ \theta \subseteq \text{id}_G
\]

\(\Box\)
Because everything is defined pointwise,
\[ \theta \eta = \text{id}_F \iff \forall \alpha \in \text{Obj}(A) [\theta \alpha \eta = \text{id}_{F\alpha}] \]
\[ \eta \theta \subseteq \text{id}_G \iff \forall \alpha \in \text{Obj}(A) [\eta \alpha \theta \alpha \subseteq \text{id}_{G\alpha}] \]

25 lemma
Let \( B \) and \([A, B]\) be localized \( \mathcal{O} \)-categories and suppose that \( B_{PR} \) is an \( \omega \)-category.
Then in \([A, B]_{PR}\) every \( \omega \)-chain has a colimit.

proof
Let \( \Delta \) be the following \( \omega \)-chain in \([A, B]_{PR}\)
\[
F^0 \xrightarrow{\Phi^0, \Psi^0} \cdots \xrightarrow{\Phi^1, \Psi^1} F^2 \xrightarrow{\Phi^2, \Psi^2} \cdots
\]
We will define a functor \( E \) from \( A \) to \( B \). First we define its object part.
Let \( a \in \text{Obj}(A) \). Then
\[
F^0 a \xrightarrow{(\Phi^0 a, \Psi^0 a)} F^1 a \xrightarrow{(\Phi^1 a, \Psi^1 a)} F^2 a \xrightarrow{(\Phi^2 a, \Psi^2 a)} \cdots
\]
is an \( \omega \)-chain \( B_{PR} \). \( B_{PR} \) is an \( \omega \)-category, so this chain has a colimit: \( (E a, < (\phi^i a, \psi^i a) | i \in \mathbb{N} >) \).
This means that for all \( i \in \mathbb{N} \)
\[
\phi^i a \xrightarrow{\phi^i+1 a, \psi^i+1 a} E a \xrightarrow{\phi^i a, \psi^i a} \]
and, since \( B \) is localized, \( \bigcup \phi^i a \psi^i a = \text{id}_{E a} \).
We define the morphism part of \( E \in \text{Obj}([A, B]_{PR}) \) by
\[
Ef = \bigcup \phi^i f f \psi^i a \quad \text{for } f \in \text{Hom}_A(a, b)
\]
We will prove that this is defined, i.e.
(i) \( \bigcup \phi^i f f \psi^i a \) exists for all \( f : a \to b \) in \( A \)
and that
(ii) \((E, < (\phi^i, \psi^i) | i \in \mathbb{N} >)\) is a cocone for \( \Delta \).
Once we have established (i) and (ii), then
\[
(E, < (\phi^i, \psi^i) | i \in \mathbb{N} >) \text{ is a colimit for } \Delta
\]
= \{ \( [A, B] \) is localized \}
\[
\bigcup \phi^i a \psi^i a = \text{id}_E \wedge (E, < (\phi^i, \psi^i) | i \in \mathbb{N} >) \text{ is a cocone for } \Delta
\]
= \{ \( \text{id}_E \) and lubs defined pointwise \}
\[
\forall a \in A \bigcup \phi^i a \psi^i a = \text{id}_{E a} \wedge (E, < (\phi^i, \psi^i) | i \in \mathbb{N} >) \text{ is a cocone for } \Delta
\]
= \{ \( \text{def } \phi^i \text{ and } \psi^i \), (ii) \}
true
and we have proved that \( \Delta \) has a colimit.
To prove: $\bigcup \phi^i_b F^i f \psi^i_a$ exists for all $f: a \to b$ in $A$.

Because $B$ is an O-category, a proof that $< \phi^i_b F^i f \psi^i_a >_{i \in \mathbb{N}}$ is an ascending chain in $\text{Hom}_B(Ea, Eb)$ suffices.

$$\phi^i_b F^i f \psi^i_a = \{ \phi^i_b = \phi^{i+1}_b \circ \Phi^i_b, \psi^i_a = \Psi^i_a \circ \psi^{i+1}_a \}$$

$$\phi^{i+1}_b \circ \Phi^i_b f \circ \Psi^i_a \circ \psi^{i+1}_a$$

$$\subseteq \{ \Phi^i_b \circ \Psi^i_a \subseteq \text{id}_{\psi^{i+1}_a} \}$$

$$\phi^{i+1}_b \circ \Phi^{i+1}_b f \circ \psi^{i+1}_a$$

(ii) To prove: $(E, < (\phi^i, \psi^i) | i \in \mathbb{N} >)$ is a cocone for $\Delta$.

We must prove that for all $i \in \mathbb{N}$

(a) $(\phi^i, \psi^i) \in \text{Hom}_{\text{om}[A, B]_{|\alpha}(F^i, E)}$

(b) $(\phi^i, \psi^i) = (\phi^{i+1}, \psi^{i+1}) \circ (\Phi^i, \Psi^i)$, i.e.

\[
\text{Diagram:}
\begin{array}{ccc}
F^i & \xrightarrow{(\phi^i, \psi^i)} & E \\
\downarrow & & \downarrow \\
F^{i+1} & \xrightarrow{(\phi^{i+1}, \psi^{i+1})} & E^{i+1}
\end{array}
\]

We know that for all $a \in \text{Obj}(A)$ and $i \in \mathbb{N}$

$(\phi^i_a, \psi^i_a) = (\phi^{i+1}_a, \psi^{i+1}_a) \circ (\Phi^i_a, \Psi^i_a)$, i.e.

$\text{Diagram:}$
\[
\begin{array}{ccc}
F^i_a & \xrightarrow{(\phi^i_a, \psi^i_a)} & E^i_a \\
\downarrow & & \downarrow \\
F^{i+1}_a & \xrightarrow{(\phi^{i+1}_a, \psi^{i+1}_a)} & E^{i+1}_a
\end{array}
\]

so we know that (b) is true.

To prove (a) we only have to prove that $\phi^i : F^i \to E$

$$\psi^i : E \to F^i$$

since we already know that for all $a \in \text{Obj}(A)$

$\psi^i_a \circ \phi^i_a = \text{id}_{F^i a}$

$\phi^i_a \circ \psi^i_a \subseteq \text{id}_{E a}$
Suppose \( k < j \) and \( f : a \to b \) in \( A \).

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\phi_b^k \downarrow \Phi_k^b \downarrow \cdots \downarrow \Phi_1^b \downarrow \Psi_k^b \downarrow \cdots \downarrow \Psi_1^b \downarrow F^k b \\
\phi_a^j \downarrow \Phi_k^a \downarrow \cdots \downarrow \Phi_1^a \downarrow \Psi_k^a \downarrow \cdots \downarrow \Psi_1^a \downarrow F^k a \\
\phi_a^j \downarrow \Phi_k^a \downarrow \cdots \downarrow \Phi_1^a \downarrow \Psi_k^a \downarrow \cdots \downarrow \Psi_1^a \downarrow F^k a
\end{array}
\]

For all \( i \) \( \Phi^i : F^i \to F^{i+1} \), so (2) commutes, and \( \Psi^i : F^{i+1} \to F^i \), so (5) commutes.

\((\phi^i, \psi^i) = (\phi^{i+1}, \psi^{i+1})_{(\Phi^i, \Psi^i)} \), so (3) and (4) commute.

Finally, (1) and (6) commute because

\[
\psi_2^i \circ \phi_a^j = \{ \phi^i = \phi^{i+1} \circ \Phi^i \text{ for all } i \} = \{ \psi^i = \Psi^i \circ \psi^{i+1} \text{ for all } i \} = \psi_3^i \circ \phi_a^j
\]

Using

\[
Ef = \bigcup_{i \in \mathbb{N}} \phi_i^j \circ F^i \circ \phi_a^j \text{ by definition}
\]

\[
(*) = \bigcup_{j > k} \phi_j^j \circ F_j \circ \phi_a^j \text{ because } < \phi_j^j \circ F_j \circ \phi_a^j >_{j \in \mathbb{N}} \text{ is an ascending chain}
\]

we can show that for all \( j > k \)

For all \( j > k \)

\[
\phi_b^k \circ F^k f = \{ \text{LHS diagram} \} = F^k \circ \phi_a^j
\]

so

\[
\phi_b^k \circ F^k f
\]

\[
= \left( \bigcup_{j > k} \phi_j^j \circ F_j \circ \phi_a^j \right) = \left( \bigcup_{j > k} \psi_k^j \circ \phi_a^j \circ F_j \circ \phi_a^j \right)
\]

\[
= \left( \bigcup_{j > k} \phi_j^j \circ F_j \circ \phi_a^j \right) \circ \phi_a^j
\]

\[
E \circ \phi_a^j
\]

\[
\{ (*) \} = \{ (*) \}
\]

\[
\psi_b^k \circ Ef
\]

i.e.

\[
\phi_b^k : F^k \to E
\]

\[
\psi_b^k : E \to F^k
\]

\[
\square
\]
26 corollary

Let $B$ be a $\mathcal{O}$-category in which every isomorphism is split (so $B$ is localized). Suppose that $B_{PR}$ is an $\omega$-category and that $[A,B]_{PR}$ has an initial element.

Then $[A,B]_{PR}$ is an $\omega$-category.

proof

$B_{PR}$ is an $\omega$-category and by lemma 23 $[A,B]$ is a localized $\mathcal{O}$-category, and so by lemma 25 every $\omega$-chain in $[A,B]_{PR}$ has a colimit.

So if $[A,B]_{PR}$ has an initial element, $[A,B]_{PR}$ is an $\omega$-category.

\(\square\)

27 corollary $[A, \mathcal{CPO}_\perp]_{PR}$ is an $\omega$-category.

proof

In $\mathcal{CPO}_\perp$ every idempotent is split (lemma 13) and $(\mathcal{CPO}_\perp)_{PR} = \mathcal{CPO}_{PR}$ is an $\omega$-category.

By the previous corollary we only have to find an initial element in $[A, \mathcal{CPO}_{PR}]_{PR}$.

The obvious candidate for an initial object in $[A, \mathcal{CPO}_\perp]_{PR}$ is the constant functor which maps every $A$-object to the one-point cpo and every $A$-morphism to the only possible function between two one-point cpos. It can easily be verified that this is indeed an initial element.

\(\square\)

The category $[A, \mathcal{CPO}]_{PR}$, however, is not an $\omega$-category, because it does not have an initial object. The initial object of $[A, \mathcal{CPO}_\perp]_{PR}$ is of course also an $[A, \mathcal{CPO}]_{PR}$-object, but it is not initial.

We will construct the model in the category $[\mathcal{T}, \mathcal{CPO}_\perp]_{PR}$. As a consequence of using $\mathcal{CPO}_\perp$ instead of $\mathcal{CPO}$ all coercions will be strict. The coercions $\text{coerce}_{a,b}$ for base types $a$ and $b$ the also need to be strict.
5 The model construction

In the rest of this paper, the definitions of $FS: \text{CPO}_L^{OP} \times \text{CPO}_L \to \text{CPO}_L$ and $GP: \prod_{a \in T} \text{CPO}_L \to \text{CPO}_L$ no longer matter. The only thing that matters is that they are locally continuous. $\mathcal{K}$ is short for the category $[T, \text{CPO}_L]_{PR}$.

28 definition $\mathcal{F}: \mathcal{K} \to \mathcal{K}$

$\mathcal{F}$ is a functor $\mathcal{K}$ to $\mathcal{K}$, so it consists of an object part, a mapping from $Obj(\mathcal{K})$ to $Obj(\mathcal{K})$, and an morphism part, a mapping from $Mor(\mathcal{K})$ to $Mor(\mathcal{K})$.

The object part of $\mathcal{F}$ is defined as follows: if $F \in Obj(\mathcal{K})$, then $\mathcal{F}F \in Obj(\mathcal{K})$, i.e. $\mathcal{F}F$ is a functor from $T$ to $\text{CPO}_L$. The object part of $\mathcal{F}F$, a mapping from $Obj(T)$ to $Obj(\text{CPO}_L)$, is defined by

$$(\mathcal{F}F)a = \text{domain}_a$$

$$(\mathcal{F}F)a \rightarrow b = FS(Fa, Fb)$$

$$(\mathcal{F}F)f \rightarrow f = GP(<F(f(a)) | a \in T>)$$

and the morphism part of $\mathcal{F}F$, a mapping from $Mor(T)$ to $Mor(\text{CPO}_L)$, is defined by

$$(\mathcal{F}F)a \leq b = \text{coerce}_{ab}$$

$$(\mathcal{F}F)a \rightarrow b \leq a' \rightarrow b' = FS(Fa \leq a, Fb \leq b')$$

$$(\mathcal{F}F)f \rightarrow f \leq g \rightarrow g = GP(<F(f(a)) \leq g(a) | a \in T>)$$

The morphism part of $\mathcal{F}$ is defined as follows:

if $(\eta, \theta) \in Hom_{\mathcal{K}}(F, G)$, then $\mathcal{F}(\eta, \theta) = (\eta', \theta')$, where

$$(\eta', \theta') = (id_{\text{domain}_a}, id_{\text{domain}_b})$$

$$(\eta'_{a \rightarrow b}, \theta'_{a \rightarrow b}) = (FS(\eta_a, \theta_a), FS(\eta_b, \theta_b))$$

$$(\eta f, \theta f) = (GP(<\eta f(a) | a \in T >), GP(<\theta f(a) | a \in T >))$$

Checking $\eta': \mathcal{F}F \rightarrow \mathcal{F}G$ and $\theta': \mathcal{F}G \rightarrow \mathcal{F}F$ is straightforward, and it can easily be verified (coordinatewise) that $\mathcal{F}$ preserves identities and composition.

$\Box$

Note that for the coercions $FS$ is used, which takes care of the contravariance of $\rightarrow$ with respect to the subtype relation whereas for the morphisms $FS_{PR}$ is used:

$$(FS(\eta_a, \theta_a), FS(\eta_b, \theta_b)) = FS_{PR}(\theta_a, \eta_b, (\eta_a, \theta_b))$$

which is covariant in both arguments, so that a fixed point can be constructed. Similarly, $GP$ is used for the coercions, and $GP_{PR}$ is used for the morphisms:

$$(GP(<\eta f(a) | a \in T >), GP(<\theta f(a) | a \in T >)) = GP_{PR}(<\eta f(a) | a \in T >, <\theta f(a) | a \in T >)$$

In terms of the functors $FS_{PR}'$ and $GP_{PR}'$, as defined in remark 20:

$$(FS(\eta_a, \theta_a), FS(\eta_b, \theta_b)) = FS_{PR}'(\eta_a, \theta_a, (\eta_a, \theta_b))$$

$$(GP(<\eta f(a) | a \in T >), GP(<\theta f(a) | a \in T >)) = GP_{PR}'(<\eta f(a), \theta f(a) | a \in T >)$$

Any fixed point of $\mathcal{F}$ will solve the recursive domain equations and satisfy the conditions for the coercion functions.
For example, let \((F, (\Phi, \Psi))\) be a fixed point of \(\mathcal{F}\), i.e. \((\Phi, \Psi)\) is an isomorphism between \(F\) and \(\mathcal{F}F\). This means that \(\Phi : F \rightarrow \mathcal{F}F\) and \(\Psi : \mathcal{F}F \rightarrow F\), such that \(\Phi \circ \Psi = id_{\mathcal{F}F}\) and \(\Psi \circ \Phi = id_F\).

Because everything is defined pointwise, this means that for all \(a \in T\)

\[
\begin{align*}
\Phi_a \circ \Psi_a &= id_{(\mathcal{F}F)_a} \\
\Psi_a \circ \Phi_a &= id_{F_a}
\end{align*}
\]

and for all \(a \leq b\)

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\begin{tikzpicture}
\node (A) at (0,0) {Fa};
\node (B) at (1,0) {Fa \leq b};
\node (C) at (2,0) {Fa \leq b};
\node (D) at (3,0) {(\mathcal{F}F)a};
\node (E) at (0,1) {Fb};
\node (F) at (1,1) {Fa \leq b};
\node (G) at (2,1) {Fa \leq b};
\node (H) at (3,1) {(\mathcal{F}F)b};
\draw[->] (A) -- (B);
\draw[->] (B) -- (C);
\draw[->] (C) -- (D);
\draw[->] (D) -- (E);
\draw[->] (E) -- (F);
\draw[->] (F) -- (G);
\draw[->] (G) -- (H);
\end{tikzpicture}
\end{array}
\]

Suppose \(\Pi f \leq \Pi g\). Then

\[
\begin{align*}
\Pi f \leq \Pi g \quad \Rightarrow \quad \Pi f &= GP(< F(f(a)) \mid a \in T >) \\
\Pi f \leq \Pi g \quad \Rightarrow \quad \Pi f \leq \Pi g &= GP(< F(f(a)) \mid a \in T >) \\
\Pi f \leq \Pi g \quad \Rightarrow \quad \Pi f &= GP(< F(g(a)) \mid a \in T >)
\end{align*}
\]

and

\[
\begin{align*}
F \Pi f \leq \Pi g &= \Psi_{\Pi g} \circ \Pi f \leq \Pi g \circ \Phi_{\Pi f} = \Psi_{\Pi g} \circ GP(< F(f(a)) \leq g(a) \mid a \in T >) \circ \Phi_{\Pi f}
\end{align*}
\]

so condition (4) (see page 6) is satisfied. In the same way it can be shown that condition (2) and (3) is satisfied.

We now want to prove that \(\mathcal{F}\) is an \(\omega\)-continuous functor, so that by the initial fixed point lemma an initial fixed point of \(\mathcal{F}\) can be constructed. For this we can use the notion of local continuity.

We define the following functor.

**29 definition** \(\mathcal{H} : [T, CPO_{\omega}]^{OP} \times [T, CPO_{\omega}] \rightarrow [T, CPO_{\omega}]\)

If \((F, G) \in Obj([T, CPO_{\omega}]^{OP} \times [T, CPO_{\omega}])\), so \(F\) and \(G\) are functors from \(T\) to \(CPO_{\omega}\), then \(\mathcal{H}(F, G)\) is defined by

\[
\begin{align*}
(\mathcal{H}(F, G))a &= \text{domain}_a \\
(\mathcal{H}(F, G))a \rightarrow b &= FS(Fa, Gb) \\
(\mathcal{H}(F, G))\Pi f &= GP(< G(f(a)) \mid a \in T >)
\end{align*}
\]

and

\[
\begin{align*}
(\mathcal{H}(F, G))a \leq b &= \text{coerce}_{ab} \\
(\mathcal{H}(F, G))a \rightarrow b \leq a' \rightarrow b' &= FS(F a' \leq a, G b \leq b') \\
(\mathcal{H}(F, G))\Pi f \leq \Pi g &= GP(< G f(a) \leq g(a) \mid a \in T >)
\end{align*}
\]
If \((\eta, \theta) \in \text{Hom}((F, G), (F', G'))\), so \(\eta : F' \rightarrow F\) and \(\theta : G \rightarrow G'\) then \(\mathcal{H}(\eta, \theta)\) is defined by

\[
\begin{align*}
(\mathcal{H}(\eta, \theta))_a &= \text{id}_{\text{domain}_a} \\
(\ mathcal{H}(\eta, \theta))_a \rightarrow b &= FS(\eta_a, \theta_b) \\
(\mathcal{H}(\eta, \theta))_\Pi f &= GP(<\theta_{f(a)} | a \in T >)
\end{align*}
\]

Checking \(\mathcal{H}(\eta, \theta) : \mathcal{H}(F, G) \rightarrow \mathcal{H}(F', G')\) is straightforward, and it can easily be verified (coordinatewise) that \(\mathcal{H}\) preserves identities and composition.

\(\square\)

30 lemma \(\mathcal{H}\) is locally continuous

proof

Because the ordering on the hom-sets of \([T, CPO_{1}]\) is defined coordinatewise, we can prove this coordinatewise.

Let \(<(\eta^i, \theta^i)>_{i \in \mathbb{N}}\) be an ascending chain in \(\text{Hom}_{(\mathbb{N} \times [T, CPO_{1}])^{op} \times [T, CPO_{1}]}}((F, G), (F', G'))\), so \(\eta^i : F' \rightarrow F\), \(\theta^i : G \rightarrow G'\), \(\eta^i \subseteq \eta^{i+1}\) and \(\theta^i \subseteq \theta^{i+1}\).

We must prove

\[
\bigcup\mathcal{H}(\eta^i, \theta^i) = \mathcal{H}\left(\bigcup\eta^i, \bigcup\theta^i\right)
\]

which is equivalent to

\[
\forall a \in \text{Obj}(T)(\bigcup\mathcal{H}(\eta^i, \theta^i))_a = \mathcal{H}\left(\bigcup\eta^i, \bigcup\theta^i\right)_a
\]

because lubs are take pointwise.

We distinguish three cases: \(a\) is a base type, \(a\) is a function type, and \(a\) is a polymorphic type.

For base types it is trivial:

\[
\left(\bigcup\mathcal{H}(\eta^i, \theta^i)\right)_a = \text{id}_{\text{domain}_a} = (\mathcal{H}(\bigcup\eta^i, \bigcup\theta^i))_a
\]

For function types it follows from local continuity of \(FS\), and for polymorphic types it follows from local continuity of \(GP\):

\[
\begin{align*}
\rightarrow \text{-types :} & \quad (\bigcup\mathcal{H}(\eta^i, \theta^i))_a \rightarrow b = \bigcup FS(\eta^i, \theta^i) \\
\Pi -\text{types :} & \quad (\bigcup\mathcal{H}(\eta^i, \theta^i))_\Pi f = \bigcup GP(<\theta_{f(a)} | a \in \text{Obj}(T) >) \\
& \quad = FS(\bigcup\eta^i, \bigcup\theta^i) = GP(<\bigcup\theta_{f(a)} | a \in \text{Obj}(T) >)
\end{align*}
\]

\(\square\)

\([T, CPO_{1}]\) is a localized \(O\)-category and \(\mathcal{H}\) is locally continuous, so \(\mathcal{H}_{PR} : ([T, CPO_{1}])^{op} \times [T, CPO_{1}]_{PR} \rightarrow [T, CPO_{1}]_{PR}\) is \(\omega\)-continuous.

Let the functor \(\mathcal{F}_1\) be the isomorphism from \([A, CPO_{1}]_{PR}\) to \(([A, CPO_{1}])^{op}\) \(_{PR}\), and let the functor \(\mathcal{F}_2\) be the isomorphism from \(([A, CPO_{1}])^{op}\) \(_{PR}\) \times \([A, CPO_{1}]_{PR}\) to \(([A, CPO_{1}])^{op} \times [A, CPO_{1}]_{PR}\), as defined in lemma’s 17 and 18.

So the object part of \(\mathcal{F}_1\) is defined by \(\mathcal{F}_1 F = F\) and the morphism part by \(\mathcal{F}_1(\eta, \theta) = (\theta, \eta)\)

and the object part of \(\mathcal{F}_2\) is defined by \(\mathcal{F}_2(F, G) = (F, G)\) and the morphism part by \(\mathcal{F}_2((\eta, \theta), (\phi, \psi)) = ((\eta, \phi), (\theta, \psi))\).
31 definition \( \Delta : [A, \mathcal{CPOL}]_{PR} \to [A, \mathcal{CPOL}]_{PR} \times [A, \mathcal{CPOL}]_{PR} \)

The object part of \( \Delta \) is defined by \( \Delta F = (F, F) \) and the morphism part by \( \Delta(\eta, \theta) = ((\eta, \theta), (\eta, \theta)) \)

\[ \square \]

32 lemma \( \mathcal{T} = \mathcal{H}_{PR} \mathcal{F}_{20}(\mathcal{F}_1 \times I) \circ \Delta \)

proof

\[
\begin{align*}
(\mathcal{H}_{PR} \mathcal{F}_{20}(\mathcal{F}_1 \times I) \circ \Delta)(F) &= (\mathcal{H}_{PR} \mathcal{F}_{20}(\mathcal{F}_1 \times I))(\eta, \theta) \\
\mathcal{H}_{PR}(F, F) &= \{ \text{definition } \Delta, \mathcal{F}_1, \mathcal{F}_2 \} \\
\mathcal{H}(F, F) &= \{ \text{definition } PR \} \\
\mathcal{H}(\eta, \theta) &= \{ \text{definition } \mathcal{H}, \mathcal{F} \} \\
\mathcal{F}(\eta, \theta) &= \{ \text{definition } \mathcal{F}, \mathcal{F} \}
\end{align*}
\]

and so \( \mathcal{T} = \mathcal{H}_{PR} \mathcal{F}_{20}(\mathcal{F}_1 \times I) \circ \Delta \)

\[ \square \]

So

33 lemma \( \mathcal{T} \) is \( \omega \)-continuous

proof

\( \mathcal{H}_{PR}, \mathcal{F}_2, \mathcal{F}_1, I \) and \( \Delta \) are \( \omega \)-continuous, and hence so is \( \mathcal{H}_{PR} \mathcal{F}_{20}(\mathcal{F}_1 \times I) \circ \Delta \). So by lemma 32 \( \mathcal{T} \) is \( \omega \)-continuous.

\[ \square \]
6 Concluding remarks

It should be noted that the construction we have described is not limited to the particular set of types, subtype relation, O-category or functors that we gave in section 1.

For the functors, $FS$ and $GP$ in the our case, only the local continuity is essential. Instead of $CPO_1$, other O-categories can also be used, provided the conditions needed to apply corollary 26 are satisfied.

It is of course no coincidence that the same functor comes up in both the recursive domain equations for function types and the coherence condition for functions types, nor that the mixed contra/covariance of this functor exactly matches the mixed contra/covariance of the type constructor $\to$ with respect to the subtype relation.

Other type constructors, such as $\times$ (Cartesian product), $+$ (separated sum), $\otimes$ (smashed product), $\oplus$ (coalesced sum) or $(\_)_+$ (lifting) can easily be included. All that is required is the corresponding (locally continuous) functor. In fact, $FS$ represents the most difficult case, because it is contravariant in one argument. For example, product types of the form $a \times b$ can be made using the cartesian product functor $CP : CPO_1 \times CPO_1 \rightarrow CPO_1$. The recursive domain equation for $\times$-types is

$$Dom_{a \times b} \cong CP(Dom_a, Dom_b)$$

and the coherence condition is

$$Coe_{a \times b} = \Phi_{a' \times b'} \circ CP(Coe_a, Coe_b) \circ \Phi_{a \times b}$$

Labelled products (records) and labelled sums (variants) (see [CW85]) can also be incorporated in the model, as well as the natural subtype relation on them. Sigma types - also called existential types or weak sums (see [MP88]) can also be added, using the generalized sum functor (see [IEH89b]), as well as bounded II- and $\Sigma$-types. The subtype relation on types can be extended accordingly. In [Pol91] the results described in this paper are also used to construct models for second order lambda calculus with recursive types and subtyping.
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